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ABSTRACT
In this thesis, a novel mobile application for law enforcement personnel, AlaCOP Mobile,
is presented. The application is designed for the iPhone and iPad platforms, utilizing their
intentionally mobile-minded hardware design as a low cost alternative to laptops and their
peripherals. Features include the ability to: capture and securely upload photos, audio and video;
visualize agent locations in near real-time with interactive maps; and allow access to the National
Criminal Information Center (NCIC). In addition, novel rendering and message threading
techniques are discussed which utilize the multicore architecture implemented in the more recent
versions of the iPhone (iPhone 4s) and iPad (iPad 2).
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

Perhaps the greatest contribution of the recent mobile device revolution has been the
ability to access web-based services and resources previously limited to wired connections. Law
enforcement officials have been no strangers to this ever-evolving medium, as many
municipalities and state offices have already embraced laptops in their patrol vehicles. Doing so
has already led to a shortened citation time and invaluable access to criminal databases
nationwide. Still there are many significant synchronization problems associated with laptop
deployment, such as some precincts’ need to dock the laptops at a patrol station overnight.
Perhaps the most serious issue with laptops, however, is that they are essentially fixed to
the car. At the present time, an officer must go to his or her car to query information about a
perpetrator and is unable to sufficiently observe the suspect due to the attention demanded by the
computer program. In response to the attention that these programs require, many police
departments have chosen to place two officers in a patrol vehicle (the second being solely
responsible for watching the suspect) effectively cutting the potential patrolled area in half. Also,
a laptop setup can be expensive and fragmented relative to a more mobile platform, most
requiring a laundry list of items (Laptop, standalone GPS transmitter, and cellular data card +
plan price).
As our society enters the post-laptop generation, the functionality of laptop-based
systems is finding a new home on mobile device platforms such as the popular iPhone and
Android phones and tablets. This paper presents the unique challenges of creating a mobile
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application for law enforcement officials in the state of Alabama, as well as the advantages and
disadvantages of this implementation versus laptop setups. A screenshot of AlaCOP Mobile can
be seen below in Figure 1.

Figure 1.1 - AlaCOP Mobile home screen with available sub-apps.

1.1

Related Work
A literature search for mobile applications dedicated to law enforcement will reveal few

existing applications having a wide range of functionalities. As a result, a direct comparison of
AlaCOP Mobile with existing applications is impossible to provide and not very informative.
Instead, the literature does present several works that focus on the characteristics desired for such
applications and the benefits realized by using mobile applications in law enforcement. For
example, a four-factor model of technology acceptance for police officers is constructed and
tested by Colvin and Goh [1]. The authors identify information quality, timeliness, ease of use,
and usefulness as the four main factors that drive acceptance of technology for applications in
the law enforcement domain. AlaCOP Mobile is designed to address each of these factors for
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law enforcement officers deployed in the field. Specifically, access to the National Criminal
Information Center (NCIC) will provide high quality information in real-time addressing the first
two factors directly.

Ease of use is addressed via AlaCOP Mobile’s straightforward user

interface, and usefulness has already been determined through the laptop-based systems currently
in use that serve as the basis for AlaCOP Mobile’s functionality.
Similarly, several previous projects have studied the general benefits that mobile
applications present to the law enforcement community. Tablet PC (TPC) implementations of
mobile officer technology are examined by Pica et al. [5] and Singh and Hackney [6]. Cited
advantages of TPC configurations over laptop or paper-based strategies include synchronized
data entry, increased productivity, increased perceived professionalism, and enhanced security
(over paper-based implementations only). Disadvantages include a high initial learning curve,
lack of responsiveness, need for ruggedization, connectivity issues, and battery life problems.
AlaCOP Mobile will leverage these advantages while attempting to minimize the disadvantages.
The simple user interface will flatten the learning curve for users; the design of the software
promotes responsiveness and uses techniques to conserve power.

Ruggedization and

connectivity issues are outside the scope of the application itself and rely much more on the
underlying hardware.
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CHAPTER 2
WEB SERVICES AND INFORMATION SECURITY

To understand the functionality of each sub-application within AlaCOP Mobile, it is
necessary to understand the fundamental technologies that make them work. AlaCOP Mobile is a
network-based application, meaning its usefulness is almost entirely dependent upon efficient
and secure interaction with host servers. Officers and officials already use many of the host
servers utilized by AlaCOP Mobile, so compatibility with existing systems is essential. Also, a
number of security issues unique to the iPhone operating system (iOS) platform must be
considered.

2.1 Data Interchange and Security
Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) is used for data interchange to be compliant with
existing systems. Any data content (i.e. photos, video, audio) is serialized to base-64 binary for
transfer and decrypted at its endpoint. TLS 1.0 is employed to secure all connections and SOAP
headers are used to authenticate requests. Databases stored on the device are encrypted with
AES-256 disk level encryption and secured with the users lock screen password. This password
is required of agents and officials using the application. Additional security considerations are
necessary for the NCIC client in accordance with FIPS 140-2 requirements for data at rest. These
will not be discussed due to the highly sensitive nature of data involved.
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2.2 App Access Limitations (Permissions)
As the AlaCOP Mobile application could be distributed to many agents throughout the
state of Alabama with varying degrees of clearance, a client-side strategy for limiting application
functionality is necessary. AlaCOP Mobile uses a scheme that shows icons for sub-apps
(therefore enabling them) based on the user's level of clearance. This clearance is determined by
a set of predefined permissions that are passed back to the user upon a successful login. For
every sub-app that a user is qualified to have, the sub-app’s icon is loaded into the icon grid
which renders the icons first left-to-right then top-to-bottom. This scheme is designed to also
ripple downward into sub-apps’ functionality.

2.3 Decompilation Security
iOS applications are packaged as archives with the extension .ipa, the contents of which
are readable by changing the extension to .zip and decompressing as normal. The binary file
found in this archive can be decompiled using “IDA – The Interactive Disassembler” or a similar
program. When decompiled, a binary reveals all string literals stored in code, which would
traditionally include header passwords for the SOAP services. Because of this insecurity, all
necessary authentication headers are passed to the device after login via SOAP request and
stored in temporary memory.
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CHAPTER 3
THE AUTOMATIC VEHICLE LOCATOR (AVL)

As the root view to a user who is logged in, the home screen provides more than just
launching and organizational purposes. Once logged in, a looping, 30-second timer is
instantiated, and the user’s current GPS coordinates are gathered and reported upon timer
expiration. Coordinates are collected via the assisted GPS chip on the device, which uses the
phone’s connectivity to local cellular towers to shorten the time it takes for the satellite to get a
lock on the target device and provide to it a new coordinate [3]. Assisted GPS (AGPS) schemes
are notably faster, especially in urban environments where the possibility of noise is the highest
[2]. As urban law-enforcement officials benefit most from the portability of the AlaCOP Mobile
app, AGPS is a significant advantage over the standalone GPS systems currently in use. Rural
areas outside of cellular range are limited regardless of platform as there are no other standards
besides commercial networks such as AT&T and Verizon.
Once the location has been collected, it is packaged with the necessary metadata
(username, date and time, and session information) and securely uploaded to the law
enforcement server. Other officers and officials can see these newly uploaded locations and
respond as necessary. There are several key improvements of this system over current GPS
systems including: 1) the GPS coordinates locate a person (with the mobile device in their
possession) and not a car. This is crucial for chase situations and the case that an officer is
injured or abducted; 2) No longer is it necessary for an officer to try through the radio (itself a
shared line commonly suspect to people talking over one another and never being heard) to
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provide dispatch a location when he or she is away from their vehicle. Position of the officer is
automatically collected and uploaded; 3) The iPhone 4 AGPS uses a Broadcom BCM4750 chip
providing accuracy to less than 20 feet [8].

Providing this AGPS service proved to be more challenging than simply making a few
function calls at the expiration of a thirty second timer. iPhone applications can exist in one of
two states: the run state and the background state. If the user is in the run state, any program code
is executable, and the application runs as expected. When an application is placed in the
background state, the program is retained in memory and no processes are killed, however it is
given no CPU time. This is great for battery life, but means that iOS does not allow application
timers to execute while the application is in the background or the device is in standby mode.
This behavior is unacceptable, as AlaCOP Mobile needs to execute code every thirty seconds
regardless of the application state. Thirty seconds was chosen as the interval to be compatible
with current Alabama AVL systems that upload officer vehicle location coordinates at this
interval.
With iOS version 4, compile time flags are available to give applications in the
background state CPU time, with the caveat that only certain functions will respond while the
application is in this state. These functions correspond to popular background activities like
playing audio, VOIP interaction, GPS, and a ten-minute task completion time block. The ten
minutes of background CPU time is not enough given typical mobile device usage patterns, and
the GPS flag leaves the AGPS running at all times leading to a battery life of less than 4 hours. A
more creative solution would have to be considered to achieve a balance between desired
functionality and power conservation.
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That solution is to loop a 30 second silent audio file in the background and use its
completion as a trigger for the collection and transmission of officer location data. This solution
is favorable because the silent audio file size is small (33 kB), meaning there will be only a small
amount of memory overhead, and silent, meaning negligible decline to battery life. Most
importantly, however, a background audio file gives AlaCOP Mobile full access to the CPU
regardless of its state.
The only perceived drawback of this solution is that other media functions of the device
will be limited. Music or video playing from any other application will shut down the silent
audio file to play its content instead. The silent audio file is immediately and automatically
restarted when the user brings the AlaCOP Mobile application back into the foreground. Also,
while playing back or capturing media within AlaCOP Mobile, the silent audio file is treated as a
separate stream and does not interfere with either operation. It continues to operate as if the other
media interaction did not exist and does not affect the quality of capture or playback.
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CHAPTER 4
MOBILE MEDIA

The aggregation and distribution of media from mobile devices has reshaped the way
humans interact with one another and chronicle their daily lives. More than 57 billion
multimedia (MMS) messages were sent in 2010 alone, with the previous 5 years of data showing
an exponential increase in usage [9]. This also does not account for images hosted through
Facebook, Twitpic, or yFrog, which are typically broadcast to large numbers of users at once.
These services have become popular largely because sharing media is much easier and faster
than describing it with words or text. This efficiency is at the heart of AlaCOP Mobile’s
messaging system and will revolutionize the way field officers and agents relate to and record the
events they experience each day.
For the first time, Alabama field agents can collect media from the field (namely images,
video and audio) while agents back at the base station can analyze the media in real-time.
Possible applications of this include aggregation of crime scene information through recorded
statements and visual media collected from the scene. Traffic accidents could be handled in a
similar manner, with tools in place for a person involved to request the media from police to
settle claims. Teams of first responders might be issued stripped-down versions of the application
for assessing damage after a natural disaster. All of these applications require a significant server
system to manage, but they are nonetheless viable ways to utilize more sophisticated devices for
aggregation and real-time analysis.
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4.1 Media Capture and Packaging
In the digital world, a picture is worth a thousand words (or more depending on the
compression), making the question of how to efficiently capture, package and share information
increasingly important. This is especially true for law enforcement applications where efficient
delivery of a piece of media can mean the difference in a criminal trial. Priorities in designing the
Mobile Media system are speed, unity among sub-apps and code reuse.
All types of Mobile Media (picture, audio, and video) are collected in the same way
through a series of screens presented to the user, each of which asks for an additional piece of
data like a title or description. One can visualize the process as a “package” that is filled with
more and more data until it is ready to be sent out. This package is constructed as an objective-C
object, called a Mobile Media object, which is modeled from the data type of the same name
defined in the Web Service Description Language (WSDL) file associated with the SOAP service
used for data interchange. The object parameters are populated as the wizard progresses, with the
resulting object being serialized to XML, wrapped in a SOAP envelope and sent to the server for
processing. A description of the data type as defined in the WSDL can be found in Figure 2
below.
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  <s:complexType	
  name="MobileMedia">	
  
	
  	
  	
  <s:sequence>	
  
	
  	
  	
  <s:element	
  minOccurs="0"	
  maxOccurs="1"	
  name="ID"	
  type="s:string"/>	
  
	
  	
  	
  <s:element	
  minOccurs="0"	
  maxOccurs="1"	
  name="Media"	
  type="s:base64Binary"/>	
  
	
  	
  	
  <s:element	
  minOccurs="0"	
  maxOccurs="1"	
  name="MediaType"	
  type="s:string"/>	
  
	
  	
  	
  <s:element	
  minOccurs="1"	
  maxOccurs="1"	
  name="Latitude"	
  type="s:double"/>	
  
	
  	
  	
  <s:element	
  minOccurs="1"	
  maxOccurs="1"	
  name="Longitude"	
  type="s:double"/>	
  
	
  	
  	
  <s:element	
  minOccurs="0"	
  maxOccurs="1"	
  name="Title"	
  type="s:string"/>	
  
	
  	
  	
  <s:element	
  minOccurs="0"	
  maxOccurs="1"	
  name="Description"	
  type="s:string"/>	
  
	
  	
  	
  <s:element	
  minOccurs="0"	
  maxOccurs="1"	
  name="UserName"	
  type="s:string"/>	
  
	
  	
  	
  <s:element	
  minOccurs="0"	
  maxOccurs="1"	
  name="Ori"	
  type="s:string"/>	
  
	
  	
  	
  <s:element	
  minOccurs="1"	
  maxOccurs="1"	
  name="DateTimeTaken"	
  type="s:dateTime"/>	
  
	
  	
  	
  <s:element	
  minOccurs="0"	
  maxOccurs="1"	
  name="FullName"	
  type="s:string"/>	
  
	
  	
  	
  <s:element	
  minOccurs="0"	
  maxOccurs="1"	
  name="FormattedDateTime"	
  type="s:string"/>	
  
	
  	
  	
  </s:sequence>	
  
	
  	
  	
  </s:complexType>
Figure 4.1 - The type definition for Mobile Media as defined in the WSDL.

4.2 Compression and Sampling
To capture media on the device, the photo and video capture Application Programming
Interface (API) are employed. A small handful of simple, high-level API calls are necessary to
properly capture and compress the images and movies with negligible system overhead. As
taken, the images and video are much too large to be transferred over a cellular network signal.
Currently, the iPhone 4S is the most advanced iPhone available with an image capture resolution
of 8 megapixels and video capture at 1080p [10]. Uncompressed, images can be 2-5 MB, and
videos in the tens of megabytes. To remedy this, JPEG compression of 75% is applied to
outgoing images to reduce upload time (therefore increasing battery life and reducing network
cost) while retaining meaningful image clarity. Table 1 below shows the observed file sizes of
1024x1024 px images at different levels of compression for the iPhone 4s.
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Table 4.1 - File sizes by compression ratio.
Compression Ratio

File Size (kB)

0 % (original, after resizing)

824

15 %

257

35 %

172

55 %

89

75 %

46

Many more variables had to be taken into account to properly initiate an audio recording,
review it, and package it for upload. Of these variables, the most important is the sample-rate of
the recording. Standard telephone calls transmit audio sampled at 8 kHz while CD quality is
sampled at 44.1 kHz [4]. The challenge is to find the optimum sample-rate for both quality and
file size. Test recordings were taken for sample-rates between 8 kHz and 44 kHz, with the results
of all trials shown below in Table 2. A sample rate of 15 kHz was chosen as a compromise of
quality and file size.
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Table 4.2 - File sizes for multiple audio sampling rates.
Sample Rate

File Size after 10 seconds (kB)

File size after 1 minute (kB)

8 kHz

47

286

9 kHz

51

311

10 kHz

58

349

15 kHz

89

534

20 kHz

119

715

44.1 kHz

247

1400
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CHAPTER 5
COMMUNICATION

In the last 5 years, text messaging has become as ubiquitous as mobile phones
themselves. A recent CTIA Survey estimated over 1.5 trillion text messages were sent in the year
2009, up from a 1 trillion in 2008, and the number is projected to grow with each coming year
[9]. Text messages are valuable because they can be generated, transmitted and consumed
quickly while allowing a trail of messages that one might review as a conversation at a later date.
Desired for this project is a closed method of communicating among officers for future
integration with browser-based and desktop messaging systems. The goals include creating a
familiar and intuitive interface to serve as an alternative to radio use for inter-agency
communication. The benefits include less clutter over the radio, itself a crucial tool for dispatch
that is often rendered useless by chatter from others, as well as the ability to review a message at
a later date. AlaCOP Mobile accomplishes all of these things through synchronization and data
processing algorithms, which will serve as the basis for discussion in this section.

5.1 Message Types and Packaging
AlaCOP Mobile provides two mediums of communication for its users, text messaging
and push-to-talk messages. Each message passed back and forth contains valuable metadata that
helps organize the messages and provide useful information during review. Information
including the message sender's and receiver's names, a unique conversation identifier and the
message’s governing agency is provided. Additionally, the date and time of each message is
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recorded, as well as a latitude and longitude of the user at the time of its creation. In addition to
the benefits of knowing where and when a message was generated, this metadata allows one to
present a conversation to the user in a new and creative way. For instance, in the push-to-talk
messaging sub-app, one can see where they are in relation to the person they are conversing with
via icons on a map. This should promote transparency and connectedness within agencies.
From a data perspective, both types are inherently the same apart from the data
transmitted. Both text messages and push-to-talk messages can be abstracted to a larger data type
called a “Mobile Message”, which includes the aforementioned metadata, plus a distinction
between the types of data being transmitted. This packaging strategy greatly simplifies overall
design of both messaging models because they become fundamentally the same with the only
difference being how the messages are presented to the user.
This strategy also leaves room for expansion. Data for voice messages is passed in
base64 binary format, and text messages as simple text. If a new type of media needs to be
exchanged (for instance, discrete video-chat messages), no structural alterations to the mobile
message package need be made; only a new media type identifier need be used. The base64 data
will be packaged just like any other type of media.

5.2 Message Lifetime and Synchronization
In a simple one-device-per-user scheme, there would be no need for message
synchronization, but future desktop and browser-based systems are estimated to operate in
conjunction with AlaCOP Mobile making data synchronization a significant problem. Before
approaching this issue, however, it is necessary to understand the lifetime of a mobile message
and its interaction with larger systems. Figure 3 shows a diagram of the lifetime of a mobile
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message. Messages are generated from a client (1) and uploaded to the server (2) where they are
archived. From this point, distribution strategies begin to change based on the device in question.

Figure 5.1 - The lifetime of a message.

Mobile devices poll for new messages in a background thread (3a) where all messages
newer than the most recent one on the device are downloaded. As these new messages are read
on the recipient’s device, they are marked as “read” on the server. The non-mobile
implementation (3b) is outside the scope of this paper, but would presumably work in a similar
manner. 	
  
The key to this configuration is that two dates are kept on every message. The first is
when it was created and the second is the last time it was modified. Initially, the two are the
same, but as soon as a message is modified (i.e. unread to read), the modified date is updated.
When a client device asks for new messages, it checks the most recently updated message on the
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server with the same client-side. If there is a newer message on the server it is delivered to the
user. The creation date is used for organizational and presentation purposes only.
A dedicated CoreData (SQLite) database is employed to handle the local storage of all
messages. Both text messages and push-to-talk messages are saved in the same store, with only
the desired type of message (text or push) being pulled from the store at any given time using
CoreData fetching filters. Messages are stored on the iPhone at their inception for the sender and
reception for the recipient, with 32-character randomly generated strings serving as the unique
identifier for each message. This constitutes the full lifetime of a message, from inception, to
storage to recall.

5.3 Message Threading and Organization
Messages fetched from the server and pulled from the iPhone’s local SQLite database are
stored in a master messages array and then sorted from newest to oldest. Messages are organized
into threads by conversation and by creating an array of message arrays. The conversation array
represents conversations, while the array at each of its indices is that conversation’s messages.
When a new message arrives, it is added to the master message array, threading is done again on
a background thread, and the User Interface (UI) is refreshed. A singleton class is used to hold
all messages and threads. This type of class can only be instantiated once and can be accessed by
any other class in the program. In this way, cross-class interaction with a common data source is
achievable. Screenshots of the conversations list and messaging interface can be seen below in
Figure 4.
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Figure 5.2 - Text messaging user interface.

5.4 Push-to-Talk Network
Push-to-talk networks find their roots in Citizen's Band (CB) radio, amateur radio and
traditional police radios. This form of communication operates on a half-duplex model, meaning
that transmission is only possible for one person at a time on a given frequency [7]. Devices
traditionally include transceivers to process incoming radio signals and generate outgoing ones.
One famous implementation of this model is the walkie-talkie.
The question one might then pose is whether the walkie-talkie model is still a valid
means of communication given the advancements in cellular infrastructure and mobile-device
complexity since its inception over 50 years ago. The answer is yes, given a few modifications to
bring the technology into the digital age. These modifications include a shift in transmission via
the telephone band (such as is common with Push-To-Talk Over Cellular or PoC
implementations) and also an increased reliance on server-side technologies for archiving and
routing improvements.
Due to the high-level of flexibility built into the mobile message framework previously
discussed, implementation of the push-to-talk network is very straightforward. Mobile Message
objects (just like the ones used for the text messaging client) are employed to handle the meta-
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tagged exchange of voice data, with a field denoting the media type (in this case voice). All other
fields, including dateModified, Latitude, Longitude and ID, remain the same in their
implementation. Conversations are presented to the user as a table, with threads being
distinguished by their most recent activity (i.e. message sent or received). Threads can also be
selected to reveal a complete list of all previous push-to-talk messages, sorted in descending
order by their time sent. The user can then choose to play each message back individually or
listen to a recording of the entire conversation from the beginning or other desired starting point.
Also available is a view for each thread that shows the locations of the current user and other
conversation participants on a map, providing valuable visual feedback of officer locations.
These client-side technologies allow for easy review of conversations not possible with
current walkie-talkie systems, and because of the added ability to queue incoming messages
while someone is speaking, users are no longer susceptible to the woes of others transmitting
over them. Along with storage of the message on the local device, a copy is saved on the server
along with its associated metadata. This redundancy could prove very valuable in officer reviews
or courtroom scenarios.
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CHAPTER 6
INFORMATION SHARING AND DATA VISUALIZATION

AlaCOP Mobile provides an intuitive, consistent, and responsive experience for the
sharing of information with agents in the field. Agent locations, Mobile Media, citation data,
crash data and agent histories can all be viewed in the “VAMedia” and “Activity List” sub-apps.
These sub-apps provide two portals with which to view the data, a map and a list. The map
provides location data at the top level while the list presents a more navigable interface for
accessing agent data very quickly based on name or agency affiliation.
VAMedia (or Virtual Alabama Media) provides data to the user using a series of buttons
on the left side of the screen, reminiscent of a toolbar or dock. These buttons allow the user to
toggle different sets of data like agent locations or Mobile Media. A screenshot of the map
interface can be seen below in Figure 5.

Figure 6.1 - Map showing current location (left), and real-time officer locations via AVL
data (right).
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Many technical considerations are made in the retrieval and presentation of data in
VAMedia. To understand the technology used, one must first understand the MapKit API for the
iPhone. This API is utilized to interact with the map through the rendering of annotations and
overlays on top of a base map managed by the MapKit. A diagram of this can be seen below in
Figure 6.

Annotations	
  
Overlays	
  
Base	
  Map	
  

Figure 6.2 - Rendering layers for the MapKit. The drawing order for each element is
bottom-to-top.
The data for AVL is requested and fetched from the Internet in the form of a SOAP
message. The return message is parsed and abstracted out into custom agent objects and then
used to generate an annotation on the map and populate the callout data (the agent’s name and
his or her agency). For smaller agencies, this is a very quick process, but for administrators who
have access to over 100 agents at a time, the fetching and rendering of this many annotations can
take upwards of 10-15 seconds on a 3G connection (that is using HSPA which tops out around 35 Mbps downstream, not HSPA+ at 10-15 Mbps downstream). Future improvements to this
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would include using Javascript Object Notation (JSON) instead of SOAP, as lists of objects are
at the most disadvantage in SOAP-based schemes due to the key for each value having to be
doubled around the value as an XML tag.
The fetching and display of Mobile Media is handled the same way as AVL with the
addition of annotation grouping for clusters of media on the map. Annotation grouping works by
creating an array of arrays where the top-level array represents “groups”, while the array object
at its index represents the media in that group. Media is sorted into groups by checking the
latitude and longitude of a media object versus media objects already in the table. If the media is
within a certain distance (0.0003 for VAMedia) of the root object of any group, it is added to the
group. If the test location is not within this distance, a new group is created for this object. A
group of size 1 is treated as a regular annotation and rendered on the map as an icon
corresponding to the type of media it represents. Groups, however, are rendered as a folder that
can be selected to reveal a list of media at that location. The list also shows icons corresponding
to the media type the list entry represents. When an entry in the table is selected, the desired
media is fetched and presented to the user.

6.1 Heat Maps and Spotlight
There is another feature that is utilized only on the iPad2, due to its superior processing
power and larger display. This is the feature of heat maps, which provide a pictorial
representation of activity as an overlay on the map. The more activity there is on the map at a
certain location, the “hotter” or redder that part of the map becomes. Colder areas are represented
in blue with non-activity represented as no overlay. This powerful tool allows an administrator to
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evaluate agent trends over time and find if patrol areas are being overlooked or over patrolled. A
sample heat map for agent activity can be seen below in Figure 7.

Figure 6.3 - A heat map generated for the Mobile, AL area.

Heat maps are generated through fetching location/intensity pairs and drawing circles of a
fixed size on a map overlay layer. The color of the circle corresponds to the heat at that location,
with shadows being drawn around each circle to give them a “blended” or “blurred” effect. Each
circle is redrawn in a background thread when a new zoom level is reached and then applied to
the map, therefore keeping the main UI thread responsive at all times. Also, circles become
smaller and less blended as lower zoom levels are reached, showing a level of granularity not
normally seen in heat maps. One can see precisely how much a street has been patrolled relative
to others. The algorithm is also responsive to changes in map location, only processing and
drawing heat map points within the viewable map window or in windows directly adjacent to it
(for more fluid transitions on the map).
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Another feature available on the iPad version of the VAMedia sub-app is “Spotlight”.
Spotlight is a graphical search tool that allows the user to visually filter a map of agents in the
AVL dataset based on specified search criteria. Metadata searched includes an agent’s name,
agency and various internal grouping data. The search is a case-insensitive “begins with” filter
that takes into consideration diacritical data (i.e. character glyphs). When a match is found, a
new overlay is generated and filled with black. Then white circles are drawn to represent officer
locations on the map, the opacity of the overlay is dropped to 40%, and the overlay is added to
the map. This creates a graphical effect of agent cars having a spotlight shining on them. An
example of this can be seen in Figure 8 below.

Figure 6.4 - A demo of the Spotlight functionality for graphical agent filtering.
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CHAPTER 7
NCIC CLIENT

AlaCOP Mobile is also designed to interface with NCIC, an “electronic clearinghouse of
crime data” [11]. Through NCIC, agents can access criminal records for an offender, if any such
exist, and are hence more equipped and better informed to handle whoever they are questioning.
Criminal justice departments both municipal and non-municipal add records to the NCIC system
creating a living database of offenses and offenders accessible to approved law enforcement
personnel. If AlaCOP is to be a true alternative to laptops for field officers, it must integrate with
NCIC in an intuitive and familiar way while utilizing the innovations of touch based devices.

7.1 Queries and Responses
NCIC is based on requests made by the user and asynchronous responses from servers all
over the country channeled through the web service with which the NCIC apps interact. Because
of the asynchronicity of this interface, new and incoming data is displayed on a purely eventdriven basis and in a manner that does not slow down or hinder the user experience. To
accomplish this, the UINotificationCenter API is used, a set of classes that allows for the
broadcasting of messages application-wide. These notifications trigger responses in all class
instances that have registered to hear them. Notifications can also carry pertinent data from one
class instance to another, making them ideal for a situation where multiple view-controllers need
to be updated at once with common data. A flowchart of the processes triggered by notifications
can be seen below in Figure 9. Each division marks where a notification is sent by a block on the
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left and received by the block on the right. Figure 10 shows the lifetime of a request. There are
nine different types of queries that can be made through NCIC. These requests range from
requests based on license numbers to handgun registration, each requiring a different web
method to digest the request.

Query	
  
Constructed	
  

Query/
Request	
  is	
  
sent	
  

Response	
  
Arrives	
  

Response	
  is	
  
sorted	
  

UI	
  is	
  updated	
  

Figure 7.1 - NCIC request and response handling. Each division in the blocks marks where
a notification would be sent to handle processing in the next block.

Figure 7.2 - Process flow by screens displayed and their view controller classes. Arrows
correspond to notifications when directed from view controller to controller and web
methods when drawn between a view controller and server.
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As implied in Figure 10, all queries are constructed in a view controller custom to the
search parameters and are then packaged with a notification to the NCIC home view controller
(pictured at center) to be sent to the server for processing. It follows that there are nine different
notifications to handle these query types. No consolidation of notifications can occur given the
uniqueness of each query’s construction.
The only time data is packaged with notifications is when a request is constructed and
passed to the NCIC home view controller. This is a small amount of data ranging from 1-10
fields of text or indexes depending on the query type. A singleton class is used to persist record
data as a singular instance in memory, particularly as an array of query/response pairs. This
works similar to the conversation/message scheme discussed in section 5.3. Having one
repository of data being utilized by multiple sources brings forth the chance for race conditions,
but this is avoided by directing and queuing all write operations to the NCIC singleton through
the NCIC home view controller. All other view controllers interact with the singleton in a readonly manner, thus avoiding potential disturbances or corruption of record data (including sorting
and filtering).
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CHAPTER 8
CONCLUSIONS

AlaCOP Mobile is a unique application and represents a large step forward in mobile
applications for law enforcement. The application provides significant improvements in the
following: automatic location of officers; use of messaging including multimedia messages
between field-deployed personnel; data visualization (such as Spotlight); data storage and
retrieval; and real-time access to NCIC data. AlaCOP Mobile provides the secure transmission
and retrieval of sensitive law enforcement data using leading mobile technologies. It also allows
for new means of interagency communication and could completely change law enforcement
paradigms and processes. AlaCOP Mobile provides many of the benefits expected of mobile
applications used for law enforcement while minimizing many of the concerns such as battery
life and cost. It utilizes the intuitive UI of the iPhone and iPad platforms at almost half the price
of current laptop-based systems. AlaCOP Mobile (or a revision of it) is scheduled for
deployment within 2 years, and currently exists as a proof of concept. Rigorous field-testing will
be required to ensure its reliability and performance before field deployment.
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